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Almost four decades have passed since the Argenrina-Brazil balance of
power gave way to a Brazilian uncontested primacy in the Southern Cone.
The peaceful and cooperative nature of this regional power transition
poses an interesting puzzle for structurail theories and those concerned
with the US-China transition. Why do cer.tain countries accept accommodation more le nie ntly, like Argentina did? I offer an explanatory model
and use process tracing to show that key cooperative turns in this bilateral
relationship-during the late l 970s and early 1990s- required concurre nt
structural changes, both at the inte rnational and domestic levels. My conclusions suggest, against the prevalent narrative, that cooperation between
Argentina a nd Brazil was not a product of democracy. Instead, peaceful
power transitions take place when the costs of confrontation are high and
social coalitions are largely redefined in the declining state.

The structure of international politics in the Southern Cone has changed considerably over time. While today's scenario is one of cooperation under ßrazilian unipolari ty, Arge ntine preemine nce was patent a century before, and the two-centuriesold rivalry between these two countries was still in place not many decades ago
(Russell and Tokatlian 2003; Martin 2006; Lima 2013; Schenoni 2015; Flemes and
Wehner 2015). Although structural theories expected the Brazilian takeover to increase the likelihood of conflict (Lemke 2002; cf. Waltz 1979; Organski and Kugler
1980; Gilpin 1981), Argentina gave up competition, making a series of concessions
regarding nuclear capabilities, defense technology, and trade. The result was highly
unusual: an increase in bilateral cooperation in the midst of a power transition.
IR alchemists facing the unstoppable rise of China seek the formula for peaceful
power transitions as the philosophe r's stone of our age, rende ring this puzzle particularly interesting. What allowed for the peaceful and cooperative Brazilian rise in
the Southern Cone?
Building on previous works on Argentina-Brazil cooperation (ResendeSantos 2002; Gardini 2005; Malamud 2005 ; Oelsner 2005; G6mez-Mera 2013;
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Darnton 2014), I tackle this question by considering the domestic variables that deterred Argentina from prolonging competition in the economic, nuclear, and military realms; discouraged it from forming alliances with third countries; dissuaded it
from going to war with Brazil; and promoted cooperation instead. This strategy of
accommodation, l will argue, was crafted in two criticaljunctures- the resolution of
the Itaipu dispute (1977-1980) and the creation ofMercosur (1990-1994)-during
which Argentine presidents successfully dismantled conflict-prone coalitions in the
domestic realm. Following these critical junctures, sticky bilateral and regional institutions cemented a self-reinforcing and path-dependent cooperative relationship
that has lasted until our days (see Pierson 2004).
Previous work on this subject has been based on hypotheses derived inductively
from case studies, leading to explanations that fit the Southern Cone but are difficult to generalize (Geddes 1990). To address these shortcomings, I logically derive
my hypothesis from existing theory and use the case in order to illustrate and test
causal mechanisms (see Bates et al. 1998). In Section 2, I argue that we can deduce
from structural theories of IR1 that a change in social coalitions is a necessary condition for a peaceful powe r transition, and such change is possible unde r specific
contexts that either increase the cost of war or decrease the cost of dismantling
entrenched coalitions.
In Section 3, I analyze the long-tenn history of Argentine decline and Brazilian
rise that led to bipolarity in the mid-twenti eth century and to Brazilian unipolarity
in the 1980s. In sections 4 and 5, I examine the two critical junctures where Argentina drastically revised its foreign policy strategy toward Brazil: the resolution
of the ltaipu crisis (1977-1980) and th e establishment of the Southern Common
Market, hereafter Mercosur ( 1990-1994). In Section 6, I test my hypothesis against
other possible explanations for the Argentine accommodation at these critical junctures using process tracing in my examination of archival evidence.
A Deductive Approach to Peaceful Power Transitions

Structural IR theories would have predicted intense competition and war between
Argentina and Brazil in the 1970s (cf. Mello 1996). On the one hand, balance of
power theory (Waltz 1979) expects subsystems to be peaceful when two or more
states balance each other and would have predicted war following the rise of a
single major regional power such as Brazil. On the other hand, hegemonic stability theory (Gilpin 1981) expects subsystems tobe peaceful when a single power
bears uncontested primacy and would have expected power parity- as Argentina
and Brazil experienced in the 1970s-to cause war. From both of these points of
view, the Brazilian overtaking of Argentina should have led to a conflictive outcome,
something that never happened. 2 Even for power transition scholars, the probabil-

ity of conflict should have increased under such a scenario, as long as Argentina
remained dissatisfied with the characteristics of the emerging status quo (Organski
1958; Organski and Kugler 1980).
Againstall odds, however, these two countries started to cooperate inte nsely in the
late l 970s. This unexpected outcome pushed many scholars to abandon structural
1

1 will use the ph1-a5e "stnicw ral theo ri es" LO refer LO IR th eori es 1ha1 p redict conflict or coopera tion based rundamenta lly on considera ti ons about thc relative material capabilitics of states. In p1·in ciple, this labcl lumps togethcr
balancc o f power thco•)' (Wal1.1. 1979) with hegemonic stabili ty 1heo1)' (Cilpin 1981). and power transition theory
(Organzki and Rugier 1980).
2

l t has been argued 1.hat 1.hese 1.heories have not been d eveloped to explain regional subsys1.ems. However, important efforts have been made to show that power transili on th eO•)' should and can explain regional outcomes (Le mke
2002). Pro mincn Lth eoriSLS ha,·e callcd for th ese thcorics to bc tc:stcd at thc subsystemic level. After saying that "A gencral theo•)' of imemational politi cs is necessarily bascd on thc grcat powers," Waltz mentions: "Tbc thco•)' once writtcn
also appl ies LO lesser siates 1hat in1eract insofar as 1heir interaction is insulatcd from th e in1ervemion of 1he great powers
ofa system" (Waltz 1979: 73).
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theories and neglect this challenge. However, given that no alternative theory was
able to offer a better explanation for the rapproche ment, advancing a "protective
belt" around the structural framework should have been more appropriate from an
epistemological standpoint (Lakatos 1970). 1 argue in this section that looking into
the assumptions of su·uctural theories themselves can help to solve the puzzle in a
more constructive way: Those who expected the rise ofBrazil to disturb the regional
balance and produce war3 assum ed that dome stic actors who had vested interests in
the bilateral competition- industrialists, the military, and the state bureaucracywould continue to influence foreign policy equally in Argentina and Brazil. Conversely, those who expected peace under the scenario of regional unipolarity4 and
conflict amidst power parity, assumed different coalitions on each side of the borde r. In other words, Waltzian and Gilpinian realisms achieve opposing conclusions
and fail to explain peaceful power transitions because they make rigid and contradictory assumptions about domestic coalitions.5 1 will treat these coalitions as a
variable instead and look at the conditions umder which conflict-prone coalitions
(see Snyde r 1991) can be dismantled to secure peace and e nable cooperation.
Power transition theorists have already identified that situations of powe r parity
can lead to contradictory outcomes ranging from war to integration, depending on
levels of satisfaction (Kugler et al. 2015) , but they have failed to show the structural
origins of such levels. Building on both power transition theory and structural realism, 1 wlll show, both deductive ly and empirically, that levels of satisfaction are
determined by coalitions-accommodative or competitive-that promote a specific
type-satisfied or d issatisfied-of foreign policy.
Assumptions about coalitions are key but have remained re latively veiled in both
the Waltzian and Gilpinian traditions. Balance of power theory postulates that the
two leading states in a bipolar structure are always functionally equivalent and that
"competitors become like one anothe r as their competition continues" (Waltz 1979:
173). This implies not only a mirrored display of strategies but also a similar configuration of domestic actors that influence the decision-making process in similarways,
leading to analogous foreign policy outcomes-that is, coalitional similitude. H egemonie stability theory also agrees that the "specification of functions among units"
( Gilpin 1981 : 85) defines a political structure, bu t countries in hegemonic contexts
are not like one another. To maintain the hierarchical order and provide public
goods, the hegemon typically exhibits a far more competitive comme rcial and industrial bourgeoisie, state bureaucracy, and military (Wallernstein 1974; Rogowski
1989), all actors that are typically negligible in subordinate states. 1 call this second
situation one of coalitional difference.
Table 1 summarizes the assumptions of Gilpinian and Waltzian realisms. The grey
areas are of special interest for my argument: They highlight that in a system of
small power differentials, stability is based on coalitional similarity. Conversely, for
large power differentials tobe stable , only the hegemon must present a competitive
coalition.
3

For \.Valtzian realists, stability depends on the maintenance of relative parity, which is characterised by (i} uncertainty about the resuhs of an eventual Mir; (ii) self-reliance in the control of resources, capital, and rnarkets; (iii) Little
differentiation in the production of\'alue-added good~; and (iv) scarce developmem of international regimes (cf. Waltz
1979; Crieco 1993).
4

More speci fica lly, sys1ems are likely to bc stable when a singlc hegemon (i) has enough military power 10 systematically defcat any potential comcster; (ii) controls the acccss to raw materials, natura l rcsourccs, capi tal, and markets; (iii)
has competitive advantages in the production of,ralue-added goods; and (iv) generntes accepted international regimes
reflecting the Status quo (cf. Cilpin 1981; Keohane 1984; Kindleberger 1973; Krasner 1976).
5
In th is sense, this ani cle intends 10 bridge Waltzian and Gi lpin ian tracliLions (Wohlfonh 2011 ). These two theorctical branches of realism dcvclopcd scparatcly, but man)' IR thcorists implicitly acccpl that hcgcmon ic or "suzcrain"
systcms interact with balance or power systcms (er. Wright 1948; Keohane 1984; lkenbcrry 2011 ; Mcarsheimer 2001) .
ßut in such a wodd of"multiple hierarchics" (Lcmkc 2002), bOLh approaches would have prcdic1.cd conflict in 1.hc casc
ofthe power transition between Argenüna and ßrazil, somewhere between 1.he 1950s and 1he 1990s.
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Table l. Assumptions an d cxpcctations of Gilpinian and Waltzian rcalisms
HEGEMO IC STABILI1Y

Largc power diITe re ntial (d)

BALANCE OF POWER STABILI1Y

<.. \l'.\BILI IY DIS I RIBl . I 10'\
Small powcr diITeren tial

(~d)

SYS 11<. '.!I< . \SSl \I l' I 10:'\S

The hegemon has enough military power lo
systematically defeat any potential contester.
T he hegemon controls access to raw materials,
resources, capital, and markets.
The hegemon has competitive advantages in Lhe
production of value-added goods.
The hegemon builds legitimacy through
international regimes that reflect its primacy.
H~

Relative military parity and uncertainty about
the 1·esults of an eventual war
Self-reliance in the control of resources, capital,
and markets
Little d ifferentiation in the production of
value-added goods and services
International regimes, including the poles, are
weak and limited.

II\\ IOR.\I \SSl ' \11' 110:'\S

Functional differentiation

Funclional equivalence
[)O'.\lt.S 1 [( . .\SSL' '.\IP 1 10'\S

Only the hegemon has a comperitive and
outward-orientecl local bourgeoisie.
Only the hegemon has a capable
outward-oriented state bureaucracy.
Only the hegemon has a professionalized
outward-oriented military.
Coali tio nal di fference

( ~ r)

Hierarchics are morc stablc and paritics
increase the probability ofwar.

Relative equivalence \\~th respect to the
competitiveness of tl1e local bourgeoisie
Relative equivalence in the capabilities ancl tasks
of th e state bureaucracy
Relative equivalence \\~th regard to the
plfofessionali1..ation and capabilities of tl1e
m ilitary
Co alitio nal similitude (r)
PlU DICI 10'\
Balanccs are more stable and imbalanccs
inc1·ease the probability of war.

Note. Elaboratcd by thc author.

Therefore, for these authors, peace seems to be based on the following propositions: (1) Peace (p) can be observed when power disparities are small (-.d) and
there is high coalitional similitude (c) , a Situation that we call balance (p::::} -.d /\
c) . Alternatively, (2) peace may imply high power differential and coalitional differe nce, a situation that we call hege mony ( p::::} d /\ -. c) . By modus tollens, structural
theories predict war (--. p) under two configurations [-.p::::} ( d /\ c) v (-.d /\ -.c)] :
a Iarge power diffe rential with coalitional similitude or a small power gap with coalitional difference. Therefore, to avoid war- that is, to hold p fixed- in a context of
changing power distribution, at least one of the actors has to change its coalitions.
Some have already notice d that coalitions-that is, th e set of domestic inte rest
groups and organizations that derive parochial benefits from a specific foreign policy (Snyder 1991: 31 ) 6-are key to understanding the situations in which structural
factors alone underpredict or overpredict conflict (see Schweller 2006; Solingen
2014). In effect, Waltzian and Gilpinian realisms overpredict war in the context of
any powe r transition by assuming constant coa litions. Eve n assuming variable coalitions, propositions (1) and (2) are empirically untenable since change in relative
power and coalitions is neve r perfectly simulta neous, and yet peaceful power u·ansitions and imbalances occur freque ntly.7 As power transition theorists have noticed,
this dilemma begs for the existence of a transitional equilibrium.
6

Notice Lhat under this working definition of coalition, countries under very different economic systems and regime
types can have similar coalitions. For instance, the Un ited States and the USSR both auributed a great cleal of innuence
to a sim ilar set of acwri;- the military, indusu'iat leaders, sciemisL~. etc. -that benefited from and promoted the bipolar
compctilion in missilc, acrospacc and industrial tcchnologics.
7

l thank onc anonymous rcvicwcr for highlighting this poim. In fact, most pcaccf'u l bilateral rclaLions onc can 1hink
of- cspccially whcn wc look at small states-clcviatc from thesc ideal extremes. The remnant of 1.his scction providcs
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Figure 1. Idealstages in the transition from balance to hegemony (or vice-versa).

Note. Elaborated by the author.

1 argue that a reasonable amendment can help integrate the su·ucturalist
paradigm: While war is in effect possible in contexts of great power differential
and coalitional similarity (-.p => d /\ c) due to the capacity of the stronger state
to defeat a competitive coalition abroad (3), war is an unlikely outcome in situations of relative power parity with coalitional difference (p => -.d /\ -. c) because at
least one of the states would have voluntarily surrendered its competitive coalition
( 4)-leading to what power transition scholars identify as satisfaction. Additionally,
it would help to conceptualize these two parameters- power differential and coalitional similitude-not as rigid dichotomies but as continuums.
Figure 1 offers a graphic illustration. The horizontal axis represents a continuum
from coalitional difference- for example, a Situation where one actor has a powerful local bourgeoisie, a capable state bureaucracy, and a strong military and the
other actor is fundamentally agricultural, is dependent on foreign capital, and has
limited state capabilities-to coalitional similitude. The vertical axis represents the
difference in national capabilities between the two actors.
The plain grey line divides the figure into two areas. The lower area resembles
the assumptions of balance of power theory, while the area above represents the
realm of hegemonic stability theory. The dashed line also divides Figure 1 into
two areas, representing a threshold at which war becomes highly probable. The
circles represent the ideal types of bilateral relation discussed above: the balance
of power proposition (1) , the hegemonic stability proposition (2), the "conflictive
power transition" ideal (3), and the "cooperative power transition" hypothesis (4).
This last proposition allows for a passage from balance (p ~ • d /\ c) to hegemony
(fJ => d /\ -.c) without entering the theoretical realm ofwar (--/; => d /\ c) .
How and when is this possible? 1 will argue that during power transitions, coalitions can be disarticulated in situations wh ere exogenous factors either !essen the
costs of dismantling the conflict-prone coalition or increase the costs of war, relative to the costs of dismantling such a coali tion. 1 use the heuristics provided by
extensive-form games in Figure 2 to illustrate how peaceful power transitions could
be conceptualized within the structural framework.
an cxplanation lO 1hcsc cqu ilibria tha1 can bc uscd
and systern ic le1•c l.

LO

anal)'ZC cascs o l' peacel'ul power 1ransition bolh a1 ehe regional
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Figure 2. Structural equilibria and a solution for the power transition game.
Note. Elaborated by the author.

In Figure 2 both governments of states "A" and "B" start the game with competitive conflict-prone coalitions. The government of "A" moves first and decides
whether to reform its domestic coalition or keep it as it is, then "B" faces the same
choices, and finally "A" plays again to decide whether it goes to war or not. The
game is solved using backward induction in the way shown by the bolded arrows.
Notice that a priori no government faces positive incentives to reform its coalition , but it can do so if the cost of war is even g reate r, as "B" does in the scenario
of hegemonic stability (2) . If the cost of war is relatively high for both governments
due to powe r pari ty, both will be able to keep their coalitions and maintain competition, knowing that the other will not attack (1). The next scenario (3) pictures
a conflictive power transition in which "A" is still superior but "B" perceives a window of opportunity as it catches up. The strategic inte raction leads "A" to choose
preventive war, as predicted by theories of power transition. The last scenario (4),
however, is the most inte resting for the purposes of my analysis. In this specific situation, the payoffs are affected by factors other than the power differential between
countries. The cost ofwar could be affected, for instance, by the existence ofa third
powerful actor in the system-think ofa regional hegemon li ke the U nited States in
the Western Hemisphere- or access to weapons of mass destruction, etc. The payoff of rearranging coalitions can also be affected if the international context favors
economic reform or if the power of the government changes relative to that of the
actors in its social coalition, making restructuration less costly. Therefore, changes
in domestic coalitions leading to peaceful power transitions are possible if factors
other than power diflerentials are allowed to affect expected utilities.
This leads to my central hypothesis: If the competitive coalition-in this case
amalgamating the local bourgeoisie, the state bureaucracy, and the military-is
disarticulated in the declining country- Argentina- th e actors affected by the

challenger-Brazil- will no longer be influential in foreign policy decision-making,
allowing for a strategy of accommodation (satisfaction) and a peaceful power
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transition. Such domestic restructuration should take place in a context where the
government is powe rful relative to the actoirs in th e coali tion and inte rnational
pressures- in this case, coming mostly from Washington- both increase the costs
of going to war with the challenger and mitigate the costs of coalitional reform. This
hypothesis- derived deductively until this point- yields concrete observational implications, all of which will be shown to fit the Argentina-Brazil power transition
with striking precision .
This theoretical account also seems to match other peaceful power transitions at
the systemic level, such as that between the United Kingdom and the United States,
where the dismantling of deep-rooted coalitions that took place under conditions of
great external pressure (Friedberg 1988) was of central importance to prevent the
conflictive outcome that other countries with more entrenched war-prone coalitions could not avoid (Snyder 1991) . In the nuclear era, this theoretical framework
could explain the peaceful transition to unipolarity (see Wolforth 1999) and help to
interpret the conflict-proneness of the US-China transition, by considering how n uclear arsenals have increased the costs of war, therefore making peaceful outcomes
more probable.
In the Midst o f the Transition: No Longer Balance but Not Yet Hegemony

Thirty years ago, when the South American subsystem became unipolar, the rivalry
between Argentina and Brazil involved much more than football. Most historical
analyses of Argentina-Brazil bilateral relations consider GDP to be the main indicator that Brazilian ascendency began in the mid-twe ntieth century (Fausto and
Devoto 2004; Rapoport and Madrid 2011), following at least fifty years of Argentine
economic primacy in the Southern Cone.8 The Composite Index of National Capabilities (Singer et al. 1972) 9 suggests that Brazil started its rise in the l 950s and
had tripled Argentina's power by the 1980s, t hus making the South American subsystem unipolar (Schwelle r 2006; Martin 2006). Figure 3 and Figure 4 illusu·ate the
comparative evolution of th ese type of structural variables.
The existe nce of a situation of pari ty or regional bipolarity can also be ide ntified
in the behavior ofrelevant political actors on both sides ofthe border in the 1970s. 10
By then, many Argentine businessmen, bureaucrats, and military elites-who used
to think of Brazil as an unde rdeveloped American sate llite in the region- were
seriously concerned about the geopolitical ambitions of Argentina's rising neighbor
(Mon iz Ba ndeira 2011 : 124-26) .11
In fact, it was during thcsc ycars that th c incrcasc in Brazil's cncrgy consumption,
triggered by a long pe1iod of impressive economic growth known as "the Brazilian miracle" (1968-1973), led to the construction of th e ltaip(t hydroe lectric dam
8

Even if Brazil is alrnost three Limes greater than its southern n eighbor in size. with 8,514,215 km' vs. 2,791,810 km'.
and hasalways been more populous- the relation was already2.8 to 1 in the J950s and is now4.9 to 1-its pre-eminence
was not that obvious considering the productivity of its tenitory and population. In 1951 Brazil's COP was equivalent
Lo that of Argentina. However, many indicators continued Lo relativize Lhe case for Brazilian ascendancy. Argentina's
per capita COP more than doubled thaL ofits neighbor by Lhe 1950s-it is still 1.5 Limes higher. This was also the case
for developrnenl indicalors such as life expeclancy or literacy (UNDP 2015} and for infrastructure indicaiors such as
railroad rnilcagc, highway., tclcphoncs, and commcrcial vchicles per capita ( Bank.~ and Wilson 2015). Ah.hough thc
gap has decreased in many of these areas, particularly human developrnent indicalors, the dilTerences continue Lo
dernonsmtte Argentine pre-erninence.
9
T he CINC represenLS Lhe global share ofsix indicators ofintemational power: total population, urban population ,
rnilitary expenditure, military personnel, energy consurnption, and iron and steel produclion.
10
T his history of rivalry is so intemalized that, even in the twenty·first century, many actors in both counuies still
interpret the bilateral relationship in the tenns ofthe historical balance ofpower (Russell and Tokatlian 2003).
11
A paradigrnalic casc is that of Mario Tra'a~os, a lcading gcopolilical ana lyst whosc book Projerä-0 Con1i11eutal do
Bmiil (Travassos 1935) uncquivocally anicu latcd how ßrazi l's long-tcrm Strategie imcrcsLs in South Amcrica clashcd
with Argcntina's in th c Plata Basin (Colacra i 1992). AnOLhcr work 1.hat intcnsiflcd 1.hc Argcminc conccrn with Brazilian
ambitions was Colbery do Couto e Silva's Gropolflim do Brt"iil (Com o e Sill'a 1967).
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(1971) and the signature of an ambitious nudear agreement with Germany (1975).
On the other side of the border, many actors saw these projects as affecting the Argentine control of the Parana River flow and its favorable technologic gap in the
nuclear realm. For the first time in more than a century, the military resolution of
a bilateral dispute became a possible scenario in the eyes of many (Moniz Bandeira
2004: 385), constituting a clear example ofthe tensions expected when power transitions occur. H owever, Argentine foreign policy towards Brazil changed radically
during the late 1970s- and then again in the early 1990s- allowing the Southern
Cone to transition smoothly to unipolarity.
Nowadays, this power transition continues. Even if Brazil has become a regional
unipole by accumulating more than three times Argentina's material capabilities,
it is not hegemonic in the commercial, financial, productive, military, or ideological realms (see Wilkinson 1999). This point is important tobe made, since some
scholars have referred to Brazil in these terms (Lima 1990; Burges 2008).
First, Brazil is not yet a hegemon in military terms. Even though Brazilian military
expenditures are six times those of Argentina (SIPRI 2015), Brazil has a larger payroll ofmilitary personnel, roughly four times the Argentine troops,just 2.3 times its
combat planes, two times its tanks, and only 1.5 times its battle ships (IISS 2015). In
this situation, potential regional alliances and technological parity make it difficult
to guess the result of a hypothetical conflict.
Second, Brazilian hegemony would imply preferential access to the Argentine
market and considerable competitive advantages. Mercosur-the only institution
intended to restrict third-party access to the Argentine market- has an average common external ta1;ff of 13 percent, which is too low to discourage third-party imports
(Porta 2008). Since the inception of this imperfect customs union, Argentina has
never imported more than 31 percent of its imports from nor exported more than
25 percentofits exports to Brazil (CEPAL 201 5; SECEX 2015; MECON 2015).
Third, Brazil cannot be hegemonic in the financial realm until the real becomes
an important reserve or trade currency or Brazil becomes the primary <lebt holder
and source ofFDI for Argentina. Although it is true that Brazilian FDI in Argentina
has increased substantially since the 2001 crisis, it is still exceeded by American,
European, and Chilean FDI (MECON 2015). 12
Fourth, if Brazil was a hegemon, this should be reflected in international
regimes-that is, sets of rules governing specific issue areas-reflecting that primacy. The regimes in the Southern Cone are far from reflecting the preferences
of Itamaraty. Sometimes they are even meant to contain Brazil ( olte and Wehne r
2012) .
To summarize, Brazil cannot yet be said to be a hegemon (Schenoni and Actis
2014) in the way the United States is in the Americas, even though it had achieved
unipolar primacy in the Southe rn Cone by the 1980s.
From Conflict to Cooperation: Tue Late 1970s

Transitions from autho1;ta,;an rule beginning in the 1980s encouraged an extended democratic peace hypothesis, which suggests that regime change mitigated
tensions between Argentina and Brazil. Combined with references to the relative
increase in bilateral regimes and commercial exchange during the 1980s, this liberal narrative has become the official history of "friendship" between Argentina
and Brazil (cf. Remm er 1998; Gardini 2005; Oe lsne r 2005; Rapoport and Madrid
2011 ). However, these approaches overemphasized statements and narrow agreemen ts (see Jenne and Schenoni 2015) while downplaying important policy turns
12

ßrazil has bccomc thc on ly South Amcrican coun try thaL invcsts mo rc tha n iLrccc ivcs from abroad-six timcs thc
Argc minc FOI (Schcnoni 2015)-buL in thc cconom ic rcalm Argcmina-ßrazil rclaLions do noL fo llow thc hcgcmonic
paradigm. ln stcad, 1hey show somc asym mc1rics regarding sizc, ma rkct share, spcciali7.aLion pauc rn , and rcgulaLi ons
(Bou1.as anrl Kosaco1T2010).
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that took place before. Recent reassessments ofthis literature (Spektor 2002; Mallea
et a l. 2012; Darnton 2014) show that th e cooperative trend in the 1980s was initiated by authoritarian leaders and most probably due to a previous shock that yielded
most of the causal power (Tarrow 2004: 104).
A process-tracing approach to this matter asks us to identify the precise moment
when the cooperative turn took place and to analyze the contextual conditions
and immediate causes ofthis particular change in bilateral relations (Ben nett 2008;
Mahoney 2012; Beach and Pedersen 2013 ). In this sense, it is indisputable that an
initial critical juncture-that is, the first radical foreign policy change-took place
under authoritarian rule. "T he mid-1980s agreements, significant as they were, did
not begin cooperation de novo. While a new set of factors prompted both sides in
the mid-l 980s to e rect more elaborate, deeper. structures, institutionalized cooperation was builton the foundations established in 1979- 80" (Resende-Santos 2002: 89;
cf. Solingen 1993). The liberal-constructivist mainstream acknowledges this historical fact but-perhaps due to a normative bias-fails to attribute it accurate causal
weight.
Facts speak for themselves. The end of the Itaipü crisis was closely followed by
a series of treaties that tightened ties of friendship long before the democratic
transitions. Five meetings between the foreign ministers of Argentina, Brazil, and
Paraguay took place in 1977 and 1978, leading to the signature of the Acuerdo
Multilateral de Corpus-ltaipu on O ctober 17, 1979, also known as the Tripartite
Agreement, which formally settled the dispute. In 1980, two state visits between de
facto presidents Figueiredo and Videla took place. These ended in eleven protocols covering the sensitive realms of missile, aeronautic, and nuclear technology.
Although no agreement was reached on other issues, talks also included cooperative defense in the South Atlantic and trade (Escude and Cisneros 2000). Considering the breath of the issues discussed during these meetings and the compromises
reached, it is patent that the years 1977-1980 constituted the most important critical juncture in the bilateral relationship. The democratization of Argentina (1983)
and ßrazil ( 1985) were significantly less meaningful events. In the words of a prominent authority, "the initial rapprochement occurred much earlier, under the military regimes in 1979- 1980" (Da mton 2012: 120).
What changed during those years, then, that allowed for this radical turn in
Argentina- Brazil relations? The answer appears to be both domestic and systemic.
Starting in 1977 Buenos Aires had to face international pressure on two other fronts:
a court of arbitration had granted disputed territory near the Beagle Channel to
Chile-putting both countries on the verge of war ( Garrett 1985 )-and Washington
had become fundamentally hostile to theJunta due toJimmy Carter's human rights
policy. At the same time, in the domestic realm, a major coalitional realignme nt
took place, which was essential for the bilateral rapprochement: the sidelining of
economic and political actors who had previously impeded cooperation with Brazil.
During violent 1977-when state's repression of leftist movements reached its
highest peak- Videla initiated a market-oriented reform "in an alliance with rural
sectors and financial capital" (Fausto and Devoto 2004: 387). The local industry and
a well-trained developmentalist bureaucracy were severely damaged by a sharp decline in public expenditure, an overvalued currency, and excessive interest rates. 13
Although Brazil had to undertake some liberal reforms later on, it did not suffer from a turn from state interventionism to neoliberalism, as Argentina did, but
rather experienced a sequence of autonomy, control, and relative privatization during the 1980s (Tavares de Alme ida 1999) . The importance Brazil gave to the national hourgeoisie, state hureauc.racy, ancl state-owned enterprises as the axis of it<;
13

TI1is was not thc rcsult of mcrc ncolibcral idcas; it was, at least in part, th c conscqucncc of a historical strugglc bctwccn 1hc ind11s1rial is1 and agro-linancial jmlrias in Argcntina, cach promoting a d iffcrcm dcvclopmcm modcl
(O'Donncll 2004). l111crcsti11gly, only Lh c victorious agro-fi nancian modcl bcncfited from a coopcrativc accommodauon
10 a rising Brazil.
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development strategy was still evident at the end of the decade (Barras de Castro
1994; Peixoto 2011 ) and was explicitly introduced into the 1988 constitution, limiting neoliberal governments' room to maneuver in the 1990s. This was reflected in
the enduring influence and exorbitant privileges not only of the Brazilian national
bourgeoisie but also of the developmentalist military and bureaucrats.
The neoliberal reforms undertaken by the military had left Argentina's industry
much more vulnerable and its state much less capable. By the mid-1980s, the stateowned enterprises' share of Argentina's GDP was 2.7 percent, while in Brazil they
accounted for 7.6 percent of a much higher GDP (Pang 2002: 133). The results
for industrial protection in the two countries are also impressive. By the winter of
1990-one year before the signing of the Mercosur Treaty-the average import tariff in Arge ntina was 11. 7 pe rcent, compare d with 25.4 pe rce nt in Brazil. Although
Brazil undertook an economic reform plan under Sarney from 1988 to 1990, it was
limited to special import arrangements and the elimination of tariff redundancy,
and it scarcely affected protection levels (Berlinski 2004) . In fact, Brazil did not
undergo true market reforms until the 1990s, ostensibly as a consequence of the
autonomy of its sectoral agencies and a macropolitical consensus against liberalization (Solingen 1993).
The novel coalition between the military, neoliberal technocrats, the financial
and agricultural sectors, and foreign capital (cf. O'Donnell 1973) in Argentina had
much to gain from a peaceful settlement ofthe ltaipu crisis and the re-establishme nt
of coope rative re lations with Brazil:
Starling from a real ist asscssmcnt of thc cnonnous power gap bct:wcen Argentina and
Brazil, the president and the economic diplomacy [intergovernmental agencies of
the Ministry of Economy]. as weil as big financial and agr icultural capital linked w
transnational networks, coincided in favodng subregional cooperation and extended
markets instead of old-fashioned conflict hypoth eses ( ... ] , (whereas] nationalist and
devclopmentalist scctors on thc Argcntinc and Brazilian sidcs h ad thcir rcservations
about it (the Tripartite Agreement). On the Argentine side, led by General Juan
Cugliamelli, it was argued that these developments turned Argentina into a "minor
partner" of Brazil, a country that would reach the Status of a great power in the Plata
Basin by the year 2000. For Gugliamelli, this result was inevitable if Matlnez de 1loz's
liberal economic policies were to continue, givcn the cxisting gap between the Brazilian industrial potential and the agro-cxport bias of the Argentine economy. (Escude
and Cisneros 2000: 312) 14

This paragraph summarizes the logic of the coalitional change that took place in
Argentina and which made it possible for ßrazil to achieve regional pre-eminence
in the form of the current unipolar order. Frnm 1977 on, the further strengthening of this new coalition and the concentration of foreign poli cymaking in hands
of the Argentine military- with the diplomats and other developmentalist bureaucrats excluded (Russell 1988)- made it possible for these two countries to maintain
cooperative relations while the power gap between them increased.
Following these changes in the economic realm, the next step towards subsystemic unipolarity was the Malvinas/ Fa lklands War in 1982. 15 With th e ltaipu crisis
resolved, Argentina had renounced its indus.trial primacy, but it remained a powerful military player. The refore, the resolution of the Brazilian conflict h ypothesis
could have conu-ibuted to the dynamics that almost led to war with Chile and altered the strategic balance in the South Atlantic. However, the Falklands/ Malvinas
defeat e nded Arge ntina's military competitiveness in the Southe rn Cone and
14

Translated by the author.
Thc Malvinas/ Falklands War is also an cxamplc of how Argentina-ßrazil bilateral rclations had improved from
1977 to 1982. Bra:dl transfcrrcd srnall arms and scvera l plan es and evcn discloscd tcchnological mi litary improvcmcnts
to Argcmina du ring thc conllict (Moni1. ßandcira 2011 : 223). Furthcrmorc, ßrazi l dcnicd thc usc of itS territOI")' !Or any
ßritish operations, backed Argen1 ina's sovereigniy clairn, and represented its neighbor in London.
15
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successive democratic governments in Casa Rosada would continue to dmmgrade
defense budgets as a way to control the military.
The Consolidation of Brazilian Primacy: The Early l 990s
After the significant turn in bilateral relations that took place from 1977 to 1980,
democracy faci li tated a limited e nactme nt of the compromises initiated under the
authoritarian regimes (Resende-Santos 2002: 89). Yet further negotiations were
timid, and most of the achievements of the democratic administrations of Alfonsfn and Sarney were limited and symbolic. If there was a second moment when
Argentina unambiguously accepted the advancement of "integration" with Brazil, it
was during the preside ncies of Fe rnando Collor de Me llo and Carlos Me ne m. On
6 J uly 1990, they signed the Buenos Aires Act, which put an end to a decade of
hesitant sectorial negotiations and promoted the creation of a common market. 16
The Asunci6n Treaty fo llowed in March 1991, defining the organizational structure
of Mercosur and establishing a schedule for progressive, linear, and automatic tariff reductions, which now also included Paraguay and U ruguay. In 1994 the Ouro
Preto Treaty further institutionalized the free trade agreement- with the exception
of some products, such as sugar and materials for auto manufacturing- and u·ansformed Mercosur into a customs union by establishing a common foreign tariff.
The 1990-1994 period must therefore be viewed as a moment ofunusual cooperative behavior in the commercia l realm (Onuki 2006) .
Advancements in the nuclear realm were equally impressive. Since the 1980
agreements, the presidents of Argentin a and Brazil had declared their intentions
to cooperate in this field and even visited each other reactors, but very little was
achieved in terms of actual comprom ises. In particular, no agreement on inspections and verification was ever reached until the Foz de Iguazu declaration of
November 28, 1990, which decided on three essential steps: the celebration of a safeguards agreement sponsored by th e International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
the mutual signature of the Tlatelolco Treaty, and the creation of what would be
later known as the Brazilian-Argentine Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials (ABACC) . All three agreements were signed by August 1992. "In the
term of a year and a half, these countries transcended the simple joint declarations
( ... ) to achieve the realm of legally binding compromises, addressed not only to
each other but also to the regional and global communities" (Carasales 1997: 99).
By the end of 1994, not only had both ratified the aforementioned agreements, but
Argentina had also ratified the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
As the Argentine ambassadorj ulio Cesar Carasales (1997: 105) has put it: "by 19941995 every important step to provide basis to the nuclear partnership had been
taken."
The dynamics of domestic politics in Argentina during those same years support
the hypothesis that changing coalitions constrained balancing behavior. Mercosur
talks were made possible after a tremendous hyperinflation crisis that led neoliberals back to economic policymaking under Menem's administration starting in
J uly 1989. By O ctober 1990, Argentina had a lready sold state-owned monopolies
in five sectors- trains, telephones, commercial aviation, highways, and oil- and announced water and electricity would be privatized too-which they were by 1993
(Palermo and Novaro 1996: 171). These services went mostly to foreign investors;
on ly steel production was sold to Argentin e investors from the company Techint.
Through a series of harsh negotiations with trade unions, Menem also managed to reduce public employment, deregulate the labor market, and decentralize
16

TI1c PICAB's formula, whi ch agrccd lO "gradually rcmovc a.symmclrics," was changcd ror a morc ambilious comm i1mcnt to " ~~stablish a common markct bcnvcen Argcntina and Hrazil that should bc dcfin i1.cly confirmed by 31
Oecember 1994" ( BncnosAiresAc1.,An. 1) .
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healthcare and education (Etchemendy 2001: 681-82). The state reform was accompanied by comme rcial measures that also damaged the competitiveness of the
remaining industrial activities and fostered transformations that favored the agricultural and financial sectors. Moreover, the legal establishment of a fixed parity
between the peso and the US dollar-through the Convertibility Law-prevented
Argentina from devaluing its currency, further damaging the local industrial bourgeoisie. In summa1-y, during this period "Argentin a suffe red on e of the most comprehensive market reforms among developing countries. In less than five years
this country witnessed the fundamental restructuring of state- society relations"
(Etchemendy 2001 : 675).
Concentration of power in Collor de Mello also helped him to overrun his internal vetos, both in the trade and nuclear realms. 17 However, pragmatic deve lopmentalists in Brasilia also conceived of Mercosur as a way to protect the local bourgeoisie
from the hemispheric u·ade policies sponsored by Washington (Onuki 2006; Saraiva
2012: 91; Poggio Teixeira 2014: 113-18). 18 More ove r, wh ile th e local bourgeoisie
was excluded from the process of liberalization in Argentina (Etchemendy 2001 ),
the Brazilian state became more pe rmeable to the demands of Brazilian business
people during the 1990s (Oliveira and Pfeifer 2006: 391). As a result, market reforms in Brazil were better regulated, quicker, and less comprehensive (Fausto and
Devoto 2004: 488; Di Tella 1995: 158; Pang 2002: 133-37).
Furthermore, this first neoliberal wave in Brazil ended rapidly. When Collor de
Mello attempted to continue unilate rally fostering state reform and economic libe ralization through presidential decrees-rnedidas provis6rias-a coalition of the local
bourgeoisie and the developm e ntalist bureaucracy, represented by established political parties, called for his impeachment. This led to Collor's resignation in October
1992 (Skidmore 1999: 221) . The political crisis froze the reforms until Fe rnando
Henrique Cardoso, once a leftist activist and scholar, became president in 1995. He
e nacted some temperate reforms during his first term (Boschi 2011 ; Peixoto 2011 ;
Pe trecolla 2004: 20) . In the words of a renowned Brazilian historian:
Even ifneoliberalism impregnated the intelligence oflhe Brazilian elite in the 1990s,
it did not become the exclusive tendency in determining l11e imernational relations
of Brazil, as was l11e case in Argentina. Public opinion distrustcd Fernando Collor's
discoursc and ncver forgavc thc failurc of his shock monctarism. This inspircd the
Substitution governmenl of ltamar Franco (1992-1 994), which stopped the neoliberal
impetus by promoting development and valorizing national production. Afterward,
Cardoso's reservations reflected the heterogeneity of Brazilian society. (Ce rvo 2006:
14) 19

Figure 5 summarizes the logic behind Argentina's failure to balance Brazil, following th e scheme proposed in Figure 1. lt shows that Brazil's increased powe r
capabili ties made it impossible for Arge ntina to maintain the former coalition of
local bourgeoisie and state bureaucracy without this leading to conflict. By disempowering these societal actors, Argentina secured peace through accommodation.

17

As Fabiano Santos and Maria Regina Soares de Lima put it: "During the Sarney administration, the dispute
between developmentalists and economists who were critical of the previous model of industrialization prevented major
changes in the status quo. However, from the Collor administration onward, the decision to pursue trade liberalization
through more or less radical measures became a state policy"' (Lima and Santos 1998: 17).
1
" "[While] for Argentina the su·engthening of Mercosur indicated an approximalion to the United States and a possible entrance to the North American Free Trade Agreement; foir Brazil-on the contrary-integrntion with neighboring countries represented an opportun ity to legitimate its leadership posilion in South America, besides consolidaling

a distinct regional space, independent from the United States' orientation" (Onuki 2006: 307).
19
Translated by the author.
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Figure 5. Yearly Snapshots of the Power Transition.
Sources: CINC 2015 (Singer et al. 1972) and Index ofEconomic Freedom (Fraser Institute 2015).
Nole. As in Figure l , each circle represents the state ofbilateral relations during a certain
year. Capabilities distance- values in y- is the difference between Argentina and Brazil
in terms of their CINC; as the circles go upward, the power differential grows bigger.
Coalitional similitude is calculated as the difference in economic openness, as measured
by the Fraser Institute's Index of Economic Freedom.
A Process-Tracing Analysis of Alternative Hypotheses
The previous sections offered an account of the changes in bilateral relations and
domestic social coalitions that took place during the periods 1977-1980 and 19901994, allowing for a peaceful power transition in the Southern Cone. However,
more than one speculative explanation of these changes has been given in the past,
and 1 test all of these more thoroughly in this section.
My main hypothesis-derived deductively from realist theory in Section 2 and offered as an analytic narrative (cf. Bates et al. 1998) in sections 3, 4, and 5-is that
coalitional change in Argentina-that is, the weakening of the local bourgeoisie, the
state bureaucracy, and the military-in contexts of external pressure and domestic
power concentration in the government explain the peaceful power transition. This

hypothesis (Hl ) has at least three observational implications: First, influential international actors have to signal that regional instability is going to be punished and
coalitional reform rewarded. Second, the executive power has to insulate decisionmaking. Third, th e government has to enact economic policies that overtly damage
the actors in the competitive coalition. 20 In even more concrete terms, Hl requires
the existence of pressures from Washington and power concentration in the hands
of the Argentine president and neoliberal measures that affect the developmentalist coali tion. Additionally, all of these have to take place in the established order
and precede important negotiations and agreements. If causal process observations
20

Presented th is way, HI acknowledges the bulk of th e foreign pol icy analysis li teraturc on social actors. Most or
the time, "states represem sorn e subseLo r dornestic socicty, on the basis or whose i nte1·esL~ state officials define state
prcfcrcnccs and act purposivcly in world politics" (Moravcsik 1997: 518), but in ccrta in criticaljunctu1·cs, thc statc can
insu latc dccision-making l"rom socictal prcssurcs, rnoving prcviously rigid "policy fronticrs" (Go lob 2003: 363- 68) and
using international agrecmcms to resirucrnre social coal itions (d. Gourcvitch 1978; Pulllam 1988) .
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Table 2. Process-o·acing analysis of critical j uncturcs leading to cooperation
Itaipu (1977-1980)
Hoop
Smoking gun
Coalitions (III )
Institutions (I-12)
Commerce (H3)
Democracy (H4)
Social ideas (I-15)
Political discourse (I-16)

..j

Mercosur (1990-1994)
Hoop
Smoking gun

.j
.j
.j
.j
.j
.j

.j

Note. "Hoop" tests evaluate if the conditions were present, while "smokin g-gun" tests evaluate if the condition was evident immediately prior to cooperative n.1rns within these criticaljunctures.

(Brady et al. 2006) support such a complex hypothesis, one would have to give
credit to the theory presented in Section 2.
Some competing hypotheses are at hand: "Institutional liberalism" (H2) proposes
that the establishment of international regimes precedes cooperative foreign policy turns. "Commercial liberalism" (H 3) argues that transnational economic intercha nge drives cooperative be havior. And "republican liberalism" (H4) hig hlig hts
th e importance of domestic regime type. "ldeational libe ralism" (H5) also stresses
that a change in "social values or identities" (Moravcsik 1997: 515) may explain
cooperation. The latter is also associated with constructivism (H 6), which argues
that changes in ideas-as evidenced in policy speeches (Onuf2001 )-are the most
immediate cause of actual changes in fore ign policy.
Table 2 summarizes the results of a process-tracing analysis of these hypotheses.
"H oop tests" are in tended to show whethe r the conditions predicted by each hypothesis were present in 1977- 1980 and 1990- 1994, while "smoking-gun tests" evaluate whether such conditions were evident immediately prior to major agreements
(Mahoney 2012: 576-79) . The results, based on historical accounts and primary
sources, support the hypothesis that changes in coalitions (Hl )- as evidenced by
power concentration in the hands of the chief executive and radical changes in
economic policy that affected developmentalist actors- were necessary conditions
for cooperation between Argentina and Brazil. They also suggest that internationa l
shocks preceded the dom estic process.
The 1977- 1980 critical juncture provides the most decisive evidence in favor of
Hl. Declassified documents from the Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs show
thatAmbassador Oscar Camili6n began intense negotiations with the ßrazilian government in May 1977 (MRECIC 2015), precisely one month before Martinez de Hoz
announced his most importan t neoliberal policy: a financial reform that libe ralized
interest and exchange rates and practically eliminated all subsidies to credit. This
was the most damaging policy setback that the Argentine industrial bourgeoisie had
suffered since the 1930s (Canitrot 1980).
The timing of the 1979 Tripartite Agreement also offers some smoking-gun evide nce . Th e day it was signed-October 19-the Argentine National Institute of
Statistics announced an unemployment rate of 1.5 percent, the lowest ever registered in Argentina (La Naci6n, O ctober 19, 1979). The spring of 1979 represented
the apex of Videla 's powe r. T he last demonstrations against the government took
place that April. J ournalists, lawyers, judges, and religious hierarchies by then all
supported the "authori tarian peace" (Novaro, 2010: 173) . Not eve n Admiral Emilio
Massera-Videla's nemesis inside the junta during his first two years in powerquestioned the president's authority. 21 This situation allowed Videla to impose the
21

Admiral Isaac Francisco R~jas was 1.hc only in flucntial polil.ician who publicly cxprcsscd his conccrn abom 1.hc
1.reacy, in a !euer 1.0 Videla, s1.a1.ing that the Tripartite Agreemcn 1. had "highly pr~judicial connotal.ions for Argentina,
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Tripartite Agreement on the developmentalist and nationalist opposition, sign further accords in 1980, and continue to apply n eoliberal policies until March 1981.
Changes in the international environment due to Carter's human rights policy
and Argentina's conflict with Chile preceded a ll of this phenomena, as expected by
Hl. Furthermore, they offer interesting smoking-gun evidence. In February 1977
Carter announced a considerable reduction of foreign aid to Argentina, and in
J uly the EXIM bank refus ed an important loan, blocking the purchase of police
equipment (Seiden 1999: 130). On 2 May 1977, Queen Elisabeth II also presented
her arbitration favoring Chile in the Beagle Channel dispute, which led to increased
pressure on Argentina from Santiago as well. Therefore, in the first critical juncture,
both coalitional change and a change in the global context appear to have been
present and to have constituted the necessary conditions for a first rapprocheme nt
between Argentina and Brazil.
An analysis of the 1977- 1980 juncture not only offers support for Hl but also,
most remarkably, shows that all other hypotheses have little basis. Bilateral trade
(H 3) was at a historical low in 1976, with a total volume of USD 760 million, and
would on ly increase considerably by 1980-to USD 1,847 million-probably as a
consequence of the aforementioned agreements (Camili6n 1987: 11). There were
still almost no important bilateral institutions (H2) that could have had any agency
or acted as a neutral sphere within which bilateral cooperation could be enhanced.
Even pan-American institutions were blocked due to Washington's stance vis-a-vis
authoritarian regimes.
lt would be problematic to assert that social values or ideas led to a push for
cooperation (H 5) in a context where th e level of radicalization was high and nationalist sentiments were mobilized repeatedly and consistently until after the Malvinas/ Falklands War (cf. Mainwaring & Perez-Liiian 2013) . Obviously, democracy
(H4) was far from a reality. H6 is the only alternative h ypothesis that passes th e
hoop test for the first critical juncture: The official economic discourse in Buenos
Aires had acquired a neoliberal tone starting in 1976 although this possibly reflects
international pressures to advance economic ireform.
The 1990-1994 critical juncture is far more complex and confusing since a ll
of the hypotheses pass a hoop test. However, international pressures, the concentration of power with President Menem, and economic reforms closely preceded
changes in foreign policy, providing smoking-gun evidence in support of Hl that is
lacking for every other hypothesis.
So far, few scholars have been perspicacious enough to notice that the Act of
Buenos Aires Quly 6, 1990), the Foz de Iguazu Declaration (November 28, 1990),
and the Asunci6n Treaty (March 26, 1991) have all coincided with moments of
great powe r concentration in the hands of the Argentin e and Brazilian presidents
(Malamud 2005). A close analysis of this matter is entirely consistent with H l. In
Argentina, Mene m took office in a context of economic and social unrest that
jeopardized his presidency in 1989 (Novaro 2009: 356); it was only in April 1990
that he managed to discipline his own party, bring about the privatization of seve ral state-owned enterprises, reduce public employment by 14 pe rce nt, and apply
a drastic cut of 25 percent to the government bureaucracy (Pucciarelli 2011 : 40).
These measures had restored economic stability by July 1990 and allowed Menem
to meet Collor with an approval rate of 80 percent, having overpowered the developmentalist veto (Clarin, Jul y 08, 1990). The july 1990juncture is even more conclusive ifwe consider how the international context changes d ramatically as a result
of President Bush's announcement of the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative
injune of the same year (Gomez-Mera 2013). Menem's domestic momentum and
Washington's external push for reform peaked almost concurrently with the Foz de
not only political, but cconomic, and mil i1aJ"y [ .. . ] now thcy [ßrazil] wi ll dominatc Lhc Parana Rivcr, upstrcam and
downstream ltaiplt, like a lock, whose key wi ll be in Lhe il" hanrls" (La Nari&n, Octobel" 17, 1979) .
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Iguazu Declaration, when George Bush became the first American president to visit
Argentina after thirty years in Decembe r 5, 1990.
The signing of the Asunci6n Treaty one year later provides conclusive smokinggun evidence in favor of Hl as weil. Little had changed in the domestic contexts
when President Menem traveled to Asunci6n, except that it was the same day that
he sent the Convertibility Act-ostensibly the most damaging policy undertaken
against Argentine industrials since Martfnez de Hoz's financial reform- to the Argentine Congress (La Naci6n, March 25, 1991). The temporal coincidence in this
case is stunning. We can see both the smoke and the bullet coming out of the gun:
The most important policy setback for the developmentalist coalition was sent to
Congress a few hours before the most important bilateral agreement with Brazil
was signed.
Thus, in looking back at the early 1990s, it seems clear that Mercosur, the
most important bilateral cooperative initiative ever agreed between Argentina and
Brazil, occurred simultaneously to coalitional change under the first Menem administration. The concomitance of these two policies-which, amazingly, has never
been highlighted before-provides conclusive smoking-gun evidence supporting
Hl. Therefore, to summarize, this second criticaljuncture points again to Hl as a
necessary condition for Argentine- Brazilian cooperation and the occurrence of a
peaceful power transition in the Southern Cone.
Conclusio n

In this article, 1 have addressed the puzzle of peaceful power transitions and the
phenomenon of accommodation. In Section 2, 1 surveyed structural theories of
IR and identified the invariable nature of dornestic coalitions as a key underlying
assumption of this lite rature that prevents it from explaining peaceful powe r transitions. Departing from this theoretical finding, 1 demonstrated deductively that
power transitions might not be conflictive if they are accompanied by a change in
the domestic coalitions in at least one of th e countries involved. By following this
strategy, 1 avoided the problems of inductive theorization, therefore providing some
grounds for generalization and further testing.
Later on, an analytical narrative based on the case study of the Southern Cone
showed that the t:wo critical junctures in the history of Argentina-Brazil rapprocheme nt, 1977-1980 and 1990-1994, coincided with coalitional changes in Argentina.
1 tested this hypothesis and other alternative explanations using process tracing to
search for the contextual (hoop tests) and concurrent (smoking-gun tests) presence
of other explanatory variables. These tests suggest that historical accounts that highlight constructivist and liberal variables-which constitute the mainstream history
ofthese two countries' frie ndship-are fundam e ntally mistaken. Cooperative ideas,
shared identities, democracy, commerce, and international institutions should be
seen not as a cause but rather as epiphenomena of improving bilateral relations.
Cooperation was seemingly possible only when certain domestic actors-namely,
the state bureaucracy and the local industrial bourgeoisie and later the militarywere e xcluded from foreign policymaking in Argentina. Additionally, coalitional
changes in Argentina that allowed for a cooperative turn appear to have been contemporaneous with important external shocks. The pressures arising from the Beagle Channel dispute with Chile and the United States' human rights policy help to
explain the radical changes undertaken in Argentina by 1977. T he pressure arising from Washington's Ente rprise ofthe Americas in 1990 also hastened neoliberal
reform and the development of Mercosur.
These lessons from the Southern Cone are not automatically transferable to other
cases of power transition. Particularly because of its subsystemic nature, this case
offers only partial insights regarding the dile rnrna posed by the rise of China. In
the Southern Cone, the United States pressed for peace and market reform during the power transition, whereas there may be no third party capable of inducing
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coalitional change in either China or the United States. H owever, other structural
factors increasing the cost of war, such as nuclear deterrence, could play a similar
role. In any case, illuminating the critical role of these coalitions during regional
power transitions is a valuable first step in considering how they may be restructured for the purposes of peace, eve n at the syste mic level.
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